Reinforcement learning (RL) has had many successes when learning autonomously. This paper and accompanying talk consider how to make use of a non-technical human participant, when available. In particular, we consider the case where a human could 1) provide demonstrations of good behavior, 2) provide online evaluative feedback, or 3) define a curriculum of tasks for the agent to learn on. In all cases, our work has shown such information can be effectively leveraged. After giving a high-level overview of this work, we will highlight a set of open questions and suggest where future work could be usefully focused.
Introduction
Reinforcement learning [Sutton and Barto, 1998 ] (RL) has had many successes in both virtual and physical settings. Unfortunately, in many cases, significant amounts of data and/or computation is required to reach reasonable performance. If working in a simulator, such initial poor performance may be acceptable. When working in the real world, however, poor performance has a real cost. More troubling, there may be cases where a reward function is not well defined. For instance, if a person purchases a robot and wishes it to learn a new task in her house, few consumers will be able to fully define a reward function that the robot can learn to optimize.
This line of work, therefore, asks the following question:
If there is a non-technical, sub-optimal, human who can help an agent learn, how can an agent best leverage their knowledge to learn (near-) optimal behavior?
The following paper discusses three instances where a non-technical human can provide information to a learning agent via demonstration, feedback, or curriculum design.
Background: Reinforcement Learning
RL is a very general framework for learning to maximize a real-valued reward, R(S, A) → . Unlike supervised learning, there are no positive or negative examples. Instead, an agent must learn to take an action, a ∈ A, in each state, s ∈ S. This is nontrivial, particularly because the transition function that describes how the agent's actions affect the state, T (S, A) → S, is typically unknown. A mapping from states to actions is called a policy, π(S) → A. One common way to learn a policy is to first learn an action-value function, Q(S, A) → , which estimates the long-term discounted reward for a given state-action pair. Given an optimal action-value function, the optimal policy would be realized by always executing the action with the highest value in the current state.
Leveraging Human Demonstrations
One way of learning faster is to re-frame the problem to that of mimicking a demonstrator. In this case, the agent typically solves a supervised learning problem so that it can perform similarly to a demonstrator [Argall et al., 2009] . LfD methods typically assume that the demonstrator is near-optimaleven if there is an environmental reward signal, LfD methods typically do not use it to improve the policy.
Human-Agent Transfer
Human-agent transfer (HAT) reimagines demonstration-based learning from the perspective of transfer learning [Taylor and Stone, 2009] , where knowledge gained from a prior task is used as a bias to bootstrap RL in a related but different task. HAT views the demonstration itself as initial bias (coming from some source agent) that informs the RL's action choices, but gradually weans RL off this bias as the RL's own value function improves over time. In particular, HAT follows the following steps (based on the earlier idea of Rule Transfer [Taylor and Stone, 2007] ):
1. A human or trained agent demonstrates a learned policy in the task. Record s, a samples. 2. Use a supervised learning method to summarize this data.
Mapping states to actions represents a policy that is the best guess the agent has at what the human or trained agent would do. 3. Use the learned classifier to bootstrap learning in the new task. For instance, our previous work [Taylor and Stone, 2007] provided three ways of leveraging this knowledge. One such method is Probabilistic Policy Reuse. The standard -greedy action selection is changed so that with probability the agent takes a random action, with probability Φ the agent takes the action suggested by the classifier, and with probability 1 − − Φ the agent exploits its action-value function. Φ begins near 1 and is gradually decayed over time. Figure 1 shows the results of using HAT in the 3 vs. 2 Keepaway [Stone et al., 2006] domain. HAT can sometimes improve the jumpstart (i.e., the initial performance, relative to learning without a prior) and consistently improves both the performance at the end of 30 simulated hours of training and the total reward (i.e., the area under the curve). Another performance metric is the time-to-threshold. For instance, consider the number of simulated hours needed to reach a performance of 14 sections -learning from scratch requires roughly 14 hours, while learning with probabilistic policy reuse requires roughly half that time. Saving 7 hours of training time by using only 3 minutes of human time is often a favorable tradeoff. 1
Confidence-Based HAT
Even though the demonstration may cover a small part of the state space, the classifier produced will be able to suggest actions for any state. In some cases, the suggested action may be very different from what the original demonstrator would have provided. Confidence-based HAT [Wang and Taylor, 2017] (CHAT) builds upon HAT by modifying steps 2 and 3. In particular, when learning a classifier, it also learns a confidence measure that can be used. In step 3, the action suggested by the classifier is only executed if the confidence in the predicted action is above some threshold confidence. Decision trees, neural networks, and Gaussian processes have all been shown to work well with CHAT -a confidence threshold parameter can significantly improve the performance of an agent, relative to learning from scratch or 1 Although out of scope for the current paper, HAT [Taylor et al., 2011] also showed that combining demonstrations by different demonstrators of different qualities also improved performance. For an example of how the confidence threshold affects performance, we first let a trained agent play Mario using its fixed policy to generate 20 demonstration episodes. Second, we train a Gaussian process. Third, we compare the actions suggested by the classifier with the actual actions made by the fixed-policy agent to see how often they are the same. Figure 2 shows how the CHAT agent acts with different confidence thresholds. For each confidence threshold, we show the number of actions made by CHAT and the rate of consistency with respect to the fixed-policy agent. When the confidence threshold is very high, the actions are consistent, but very few actions will be selected (and performance will be similar to that of learning from scratch because little advice is used). When the confidence threshold is very low, actions made by GPHAT are less likely to be the same as the source task agent's actions (and the performance will be similar to that of using HAT, which has no confidence threshold).
Shaping with Inverse Reinforcement Learning
Rather than using collected demonstrations to learn a classifier and then change the action-selection method, consider instead how the actual reward could be changed. In particular, Inverse Reinforcement Learning (IRL) is the problem of learning a reward function using a set of observations from expert demonstrations. The method introduced in [Suay et al., 2016] uses IRL on the demonstrations to learn a set of weights 2 , w over a set of reward features f :
is now a reward function that can be used as a shaping reward, such that the new reward R is provided to the agent as R(s, a, s ) = R(s, a, s ) + F (s, a, s ) = R(s, a, s )+γR IRL (s )−R IRL (s). Because R IRL is used as a potential-based shaping reward, the optimal policy is guaranteed to be unchanged from using only R [Ng et al., 1999] .
R IRL (s) works well for shaping over states. But in some cases, shaping over state-action pairs may provide more improvement. In order to keep using a potential-based reward, we use the "trick" from Harutyunyan et al. [2015] that uses an additional action-value function to turn an arbitrary reward function into a potential-based shaping reward function. We found that using shaping over states and state-action pairs both worked to improve learning in a simple maze domain and in Mario.
Leveraging Human Feedback
In this section of the paper, we consider a complementary scenario. First, we now do not assume there is an environmental reward. Second, rather than teleoperating an agent (i.e., providing demonstrations), the human trainer will provide positive and negative feedback on the policy of the agent.
SABL
On each time step, the agent performs an action. The trainer then evaluates the agent's action, comparing it to the desired policy. Then, the trainer can provide positive or negative feedback to the agent, or provide no feedback at all. Note that the final case becomes more likely as the agent moves faster or the human becomes tired with giving feedback.
The SABL algorithm [Loftin et al., 2015] is one such method for learning from a human trainer. The idea of learning from human feedback is not novel [Thomaz and Breazeal, 2006; Knox and Stone, 2009 ]. However, the primary difference between such existing methods and our method is that our algorithm allows for different training strategies by treating human feedback as categorical, rather than numeric, potentially allowing us to learn in the no feedback condition via implicit communication. The hypothesis that treating a feedback signal as numeric (e.g., +1 for positive feedback, 0 for no feedback, and -1 for negative feedback) loses information is borne out in improved results.
First, we posited that different trainers could have different feedback strategies. To test this hypothesis, we ran over 200 human-subjects studies via Amazon's Mechanical Turk. These Turkers trained an agent using SABL in a contextual bandit setting. Of the 227 participants, we found that the majority (125) used a "reward-focused strategy." When the agent performed the correct action, the participant most often gave positive feedback, but when the agent performed the incorrect action, the participant most often provided no feedback. We also found that 93 of the participants used a "balanced stratgey" where they gave positive feedback when the agent performed the correct action and gave negative feedback when the agent performed the incorrect action. 3 This study demonstrates that neutral or no feedback can have meaning.
In order to leverage this insight, we frame the trainer as having three important parameters. First, the trainer makes a mistake with probability . Second, if the agent's action is consistent with the trainer's desired policy, the trainer will give explicit reward with probability 1 − µ + . Third, if the agent's action is inconsistent with the trainer's desired policy, the trainer will explicitly punish with probability 1 − µ − .
The µ parameters represent the trainer's training strategy -for example, µ + = 0.1, µ − = 0.1 correspond to a balanced 3 The remaining participants were either "punishment focused" (6) or "inactive" (3). feedback strategy where nearly every action receives explicit feedback. Combining these elements, for time step t (each time step corresponds to an episode with the agent observing the world, choosing an action and receiving feedback), we have a distribution over the feedback f t conditioned on the observation o t , action a t , and the trainer's target policy λ * ,
(2)
where f + is an explicit positive feedback, f − is an explicit negative feedback, and f 0 represents a lack of feedback. These equations are then used in the Strategy-Aware Bayesian Learning (SABL) algorithm (Algorithm 1).
Algorithm 1 The SABL algorithm. The feedback distribution p(f t |o t , a t , λ * (o t ) = a ) is described by Equations 1, 2 and 3. takeAction(a t ) does not return until the episode finishes.
Results in our contextual bandit domain showed that treating rewards as categorical worked better than treating them as numeric. A further extension in this work [Loftin et al., 2015] is to introduce Inferring-SABL, or I-SABL, that uses a Bayesian approach to learn a trainer's µ + and µ − parameters. Once we learn the correct action for some observations, we can use I-SABL to infer the trainer's strategy in real time and therefore improve the agent's policy even when no explicit feedback is provided.
Implicit Communication and Sequential Tasks
While the previous section focused on applying SABL and I-SABL to a contextual bandit, other work [Peng et al., 2016] considered a sequential decision task. In particular, we assume that the agent has the transition function (e.g., a map of the environment) and access to a planner. Thus, the problem is reduced to discovering which possible goal state the trainer desires. For example, Figure 3 shows one example Sokebanlike environment with its paired English command. To enable language learning from agents trained with reward and punishment, we use a probabilistic model [Mac-Glashan et al., 2014] that connects the IBM Model 2 (IBM2) language model [Brown et al., 1990] with a factored generative model of tasks, and the goal-directed SABL algorithm [Loftin et al., 2015] for learning from human feedback.
In addition to showing that sequential decision tasks can be learned via positive and negative feedback from humansubjects studies, the Learning Agents Modeling Belief-Dependent Action Speeds (LAMBDAS) approach also considers how a learner can adapt its action execution speed to learn more efficiently from human trainers. One problem researchers have observed [Li et al., 2016] is that trainers often reduce the amount of explicit feedback over time. LAMB-DAS is designed to implicitly motivate trainers to provide use explicit feedback in states where it would be most useful. We demonstrate that the agent's action execution speed can be successfully modulated to strategically/implicitly encourage more explicit feedback from a human trainer in parts of the state space where the learner has more uncertainty about how to act. Our results show that an adaptive speed agent dominates two fixed-speed agents according to multiple metrics, while making better use of limited human feedback.
Leveraging Human Curricula
Humans acquire knowledge efficiently by starting from simple concepts, and then gradually generalizing to more complex ones using previously learned information. Recent work [Taylor et al., 2007; Bengio et al., 2009; Kumar et al., 2010; Lee and Grauman, 2011] has shown that machinelearning algorithms can benefit from a similar training strategy, called curriculum learning. Rather than considering all training examples at once, the training data can be introduced in a meaningful order such that the learner can build up a complex model -the agent can learn faster on more difficult examples after it has mastered simpler examples. In most existing work, the curriculum is generated either automatically [Kumar et al., 2010; Lee and Grauman, 2011; Narvekar et al., 2016; Svetlik et al., 2016] , by iteratively selecting examples with increasing difficulty tailored to the current ability of the learner, or manually by the algorithm designer, who typically has specialized knowledge of the problem domain or algorithm [Stanley et al., 2005; Taylor et al., 2007; Karpathy and Van De Panne, 2012] . How non-expert humans design curricula is a relatively neglected topic.
This work instead presents users with a set of tasks (see Figure 4 : The library of 16 environments is organized by the number of rooms and objects. Figure 4 ) that the user can pick from, along with accompanying English commands. After generating a curriculum, the participant watches an automated trainer teach the agent to accomplish each task in the curriculum, along with a final target task (not directly represented in the 16 tasks).
After collecting 160 human-generated curricula, we were pleased to see that the curricula all improved learning on the target task. Much to our dismay, however, we found that these human-generated curricula did not always outperform randomly generated curricula. While this result confirms the power of curricula when tasks are chosen to be simpler than the final, target task, we had expected human intuition to outperform random selection! After further analysis of the results, we found that participants were biased towards gradually introducing complexity to the curriculum, as expected. We also found that participants tended to select concepts (i.e., room color or object type) that were related to the final target task. We therefore updated our curriculum learning algorithm to be biased in learning the target task towards concepts that were most frequently seen in the curriculum. With this small bias, we then found that the human-designed curricula not only helped the trainer teach the target concept more quickly but that the human-designed curricula dominated random curricula.
Open Questions and Conclusion
While the positive results we have presented are encouraging, there are many remaining open questions. For instance, rather than only providing demonstrations before learning, it would be interesting to allow a participant to remain to give demonstrations on-demand, either because the demonstrator noticed sub-optimal behavior, or because the agent proactively asks the demonstrator for help.
It is not clear when, or why, one learning from demonstration method out performs another. What is it about different domains that causes one method to be superior to another?
Rather than limiting the human participant to a single type of advice, what possibilities exist for multi-modal advice?
What about other methods of advice, could be incorporated into these paradigms (e.g., natural language advice, designating goal or sub-goal states, providing the agent a similarity function [Rosenfeld et al., 2017] , etc.)?
Our results on implicit communication suggest that if a participant is better able to understand an agent, she is better able to help that agent. What other techniques can be used to better help non-technical participants understand the internal workings of agents? Does this indeed allow for better advice, and does this help the agent more than if the participant treats the agent as a complete black box?
We hope the reader will agree that there are many interesting unanswered questions in this area and that additional effort by our community in this area is justified.
